found over the continents are mainly caused by diurnal PBL heating, the so-called thermal continental tide. In this work, we construct a simpler "local" tidal theory that applies to an isolated continent with inhomogeneous sunfollowing heating, neglecting the rest of the globe and spherical effects.
Conclusion
. Conclusion A theory of the continental tide is developed from the linearized Boussinesq equations including an important damping term and a vertical heating profile with decay and delay. The phase and amplitude of the diurnal component of the surface temperature are controlled by a hypothesized damping. The stronger the damping, the less will be the phase lag between surface temperature maximum and the peak time of ground heating (local noon). The phase lag between surface pressure and temperature is caused by the time delay during vertical turbulent heat transport. The complex ratio of pressure and temperature amplitudes can be used to determine the heating profile exponent and the turbulent heat transport coefficient. Harmonic analysis of summer ASOS data over North America shows sun-following diurnal temperature and pressure oscillations with amplitudes increasing in the western USA, i.e. 5 to 8 degC and 60 to 120 hPa respectively, due to larger sensible heating in the dryer western terrains. The phases of temperature and pressure (i.e. 220°and 110°) are constant with longitude after an interfering eastward propagating wave is removed. Tidal amplitudes and phases shift significantly with season.
Llinearized Boussinesq equations is applied to study the thermal tide excitation due to heating from the ground. When the model is applied to an inhomogeneous continent, we obtain a clearer idea of how wide a region needs to be to approach the tidal (i.e. long wave) limit. 
